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Abstract. With the training direction of information talents and the characteristics of information technology development, the training mode of information innovative talents needs continuous exploration. In this paper, we combine the training mode of "3+1" talents with that of information innovative talents. Then, we innovatively propose the professional practice content of the training mode of "3+1" information innovative talents.

Introduction

With the constant change of society's demand for information talents, new demands have been proposed for the types of information talents. That is the information innovative talents. The so-called “innovative talents” is full of originality, creativity, to propose and solve problems, create a new situation, make a creative contribution to the social material and spiritual civilization of human [1]. The proposed kind of information innovative talents can promote the promotion of training and employment, but the professional practice content of the current training of information innovative talent is carried out with the original general training mode of information talents [2-5]. This is the lack of innovation, and cannot adapt to the needs of employment, entrepreneurship, further education.

In this paper, we combine the training mode of "3+1" talents and that of information innovative talents, and innovatively propose the professional practice content of the training mode of "3+1" information innovative talents.

The Different Directions of the Training Mode

With the implementation of the national "widespread entrepreneurship and innovation" policy, the new directions is proposed as entrepreneurship with the original employment and further education directions. Then, the current information talents training direction can be divided into three directions such as employment, entrepreneurship and further education.

For the employment direction of information talents, the domestic universities have changed the training mode from "3.5+0.5" into "3+1"[6]. This can effectively use the resources of schools and enterprises, and make up their respective shortcomings. The so-called "3.5+0.5" model, is the first undergraduate students three and a half years in school, mainly to complete the basic knowledge and theory of learning into practice to do the preparatory stage and the accumulation of knowledge; then use the last half year in the enterprise practice and practice, the enterprise provides students with a real occupation environment. This model can improve students' practical ability [1]. The so-called "3+1" model, is based on the original "3.5+0.5" model, further compression of the learning cycle in the school, thus extending the practice in the enterprise. This model made information talents employment better, and is effective in the training of “3+1” information talents in solving the employment problem. However, there are no effective methods for entrepreneurship
and further education, and lack the professional practice content of the training mode of the innovation talents [7-10].

For the consistency of the training time of information talents, the training mode of "3+1" talents adopted in the employment direction will be applied to the other two direction. Therefore, the entrepreneurship and further education directions will be taken the training mode of "3+1" talents. It means the students learn at school with the undergraduate three years time. Different with the employment direction, the other two directions are not to the enterprise practice, practice. For the entrepreneurship direction, we should provide targeted business knowledge training and enterprise registration guidance. For the further education, we should provide review sites and the entrance examination information consulting personnel.

The Professional Practice Content of the Training Mode

Combined with the existing training mode of "3+1" talents, and according to the special requirement of innovative talents training. We make adjustment and enriching the professional practice content of the training mode of the employment direction based on the training mode of the original information talents. At the same time, we should innovate the professional practice content of the training mode of the entrepreneurship and further education direction. Then, we get the preliminary form of the professional practice content of the training mode of "3+1" information innovative talents as the following:

![Fig. 1 The professional practice content of the training mode of "3+1" information innovative talents](image)

The Training Mode Content of the Different Directions

The three different directions such as employment, entrepreneurship, further education decided that the training mode content of "3+1" information innovative talents is different. We should draw up the specific personnel training mode according to the specific direction and demand.

**The Employment Direction.** The employment direction is the main direction of talent training, and most undergraduates choose this direction to carry out internship, training and job placement as the last year of "3+1". In recent years, domestic universities in the employment direction of accumulated rich enterprise practice information, personnel training, and establish the related enterprises good complementary way, also achieved good effect of employment information talents. However, there are still some problems, among them, the technical requirements of enterprise posts
are inconsistent with the content of personnel training in Colleges and universities, and the problems are more prominent. The main reason for this problem is the development characteristics of information technology itself. The main features of the development of information technology is a technology update speed, new technology and domestic university information emerge in an endless stream, talent cultivation due to the provisions of the national education policy limit is difficult to get along with the development of new technologies and corresponding changes, which led to the domestic information talents training in University does not adapt to the development of new technology, knowledge required the content behind the enterprise post technical requirements.

To solve this problem, it is necessary for domestic universities to meet the requirements of innovative talents and formulate and adjust the professional practice content of the training mode of information talents in light of the trend of information technology development. At the same time, we should combine with "3+1" in the last year of enterprise internship training, enterprises and social needs of new technologies introduced into the training of talent. The technical requirements of the post as the formulation and adjustment of training mode of talents on the basis of information content, the content of curriculum theory and practice to develop the experimental content, and gradually form a interactive knowledge system and enterprise post technical requirements and docking of personnel training in Colleges and universities.

The Entrepreneurship Direction. The entrepreneurship direction is a new direction of talent training for the implementation policy of "widespread entrepreneurship and innovation". It is also a useful supplement to the talent training model in employment direction. At present, domestic universities in the entrepreneurial orientation has not developed specific the professional practice content of training content, there is no basis for reference, so the need for training mode of entrepreneurial direction "3+1" information of innovative talents for the exploration and innovation. According to the relevant regulations of the state on University Students' entrepreneurship, two aspects of entrepreneurship training and enterprise registration guidance should be carried out in accordance with the spirit of training and guiding entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship knowledge training, including the provision of entrepreneurship related provisions, training, entrepreneurship examples of interpretation, inviting individuals to face the face of entrepreneurship, entrepreneurship and other content. Enterprise registration guidance is convenient, including enterprise management training, enterprise registration, content explanation and so on.

The Further Education Direction. With the continuous supply of talents in the society, the degree of education has become an important standard for enterprises to measure talents. More and more undergraduates choose to enter the higher school to improve their knowledge and ability and lay the foundation for better jobs in the future. Domestic colleges and universities for further undergraduate students without special treatment, and the direction of employment need for internship training, post, to a certain extent affected the students review PubMed, while the corresponding internship training, post has not achieved good results. In recent years, in order to meet the demand of domestic university entrance direction of personnel training, put forward the training mode of centralized and personal review combined to review the main personal talents, and strengthen the relevant information and consulting services, to determine a good education effect.

Summary

With the characteristics of technology update speed, new technology development emerge in an endless stream of information technology, and information professionals and employment, entrepreneurship, further education and other directions, so the information innovative talents requires continuous exploration and innovation in the training mode. According to the new demand information innovative talents, we combine the training mode of "3+1" talents with that of information innovative talent. Then, we innovatively propose the three directions of the professional practice content of the training mode of "3+1" information innovative talents such as employment, entrepreneurship, further education.
A multi-dimension, multi-level and multi stage collaboration of the training mode of "3+1" information innovative talents is the future of a period of information talents cultivation direction.
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